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If you want to write a compare and contrast essay and you know not how to 

write a compare and contrast essay than bear in mind that for that you need 

to have the ability to show the similarities & difference between the things 

possess. It is general way of thinking we use every day, for e. g. when we 

decided which dress to buy, what place to choose for the picnic or what 

college to enter. 3 Tips To Select Good Compare & Contrast Essay Topics 

Think about the things, objects, events and people you need to compare and

contrast abstractedly. 

For comparison choose things that interest you and importantly you have 

enough information to write about. Create a major situation in relevant to 

the things you have chosen to compare/contrast. Example: You have chosen 

two places for compare/contrast : London & Birmingham Now you are going 

to create a situation like your parents have decided to move from 

Birmingham to London and you strongly object it. Your Topic will be: “ The 

best City To Live In ??? London or Birmingham? ” (OR) 

If situation already exists, then analyze it more profoundly, to make 

preliminary examination and skim through the informative resources in 

search of the necessary facts to penetrate in the idea deeper. Example: You 

have chosen two situations for compare/contrast: US: Today & Before Now 

you are going to research on how you would compare/contrast the two 

general situations. It be may lifestyle, economy, literacy etc. Your Topic may 

be: “ US Economical Position: 20th Century v/s 21st Century” You will make 

preliminary examination and skim through the informative resources in 

search of the necessary facts to penetrate in the idea deeper. 1 Good 

Compare & Contrast Essay Topics IDEAS a liberal arts vs. a technical 
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education two friends with different lifestyles watching a movie on tv vs. 

viewing it in a theatre the place where you live vs. the place you would like 

to live suburban home life vs. apartment life two characters in a novel or 

other literary work the atmosphere in two classes two approaches to 

parenting your attitude before and after getting to know someone typewriter

vs. word processor living at home vs. living in an apartment or dorm walking 

or biking vs. driving a car 
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